
it documentation
with i-doit



Hello, my name is Martin Hartkopf  👋

Head of Care and Consulting @ i-doit

Welcome to the Presentation !

❏ Feel free to use the chat function and slido Q&A
❏ We will answer the questions at the end of the presentation
❏ Also we will be available for you after the presentation in i-doit-virtual 

room to chat with you



We want to know you and your requirements a little bit better….

.. so we have prepared some questions for you, you have 30 Seconds to choose ;-)



synetics - the company behind i-doit

WE @ synetics are the makers of i-doit

i-doit – a vision becomes a success story

Founded in 1996 as an IT systems and consulting company, in the first decade of its existence 
synetics GmbH concentrated on infrastructure-related topics. In 2005, the idea for the documentation 
software i-doit emerged from a customer project.



what is i-doit?
“One documentation tool for all use cases”



There is an online demo of i-doit with demo data that shows many uses cases available under:

https://demo.i-doit.com/

How to test,get & install i-doit



The full documentation of i-doit

system requirements  - how to install - how to manage - documentation of all features - use cases

https://kb.i-doit.com/

The Knowledge Base



Extend the functionality of i-doit with Add-ons

https://www.i-doit.com/i-doit/add-ons/

Available Add-On

https://www.i-doit.com/i-doit/add-ons/


Go for EVAL

You can start your EVALUATION of i-doit directly from our website:

www.i-doit.com

If you want to test i-doit…

http://www.i-doit.com


You have the choice! 

Appliance? Automatic Install ? Manual Install?



with i-doit you can document your entire it environment, for example:

❏ Network

❏ Infrastructure

❏ Clients

❏ Server

❏ Software + Licenses

❏ IT-Services

The software can be fully customized by yourself

define your own object types - define your own categories

What you can do….



Let's start right away and switch to the software

“practice”

time is short...



If you want to know more…. 

            Q&A
If you want to know more, please have a look at the following addresses:

❏ i-doit pro with Demodata: demo.i-doit.com
❏ Concentrated Wisdom Knowledge Base: kb.i-doit.com
❏ Personal contact to our Support: help.i-doit.com
❏ Or have a look at our Homepage: i-doit.com

https://demo.i-doit.com/
https://kb.i-doit.com/
https://help.i-doit.com/
https://www.i-doit.com/en/

